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      The Sony ICF-2010 has long been a favorite portable receiver among AM-DX enthusiasts, providing 
unusually competitive performance even by current standards.  Although 28 years have passed since its design
and initial production, the “2010” has come to symbolize the epitome of portable receiver performance for 
many AM-DXers, with sensitivity generally acknowledged to be at or near the top of the currently available 
portable group.

     My own experience with the ICF-2010 has been typical of those who depend on it as a sensitive, selective 
portable with effective SSB and Synch functions, plus enough memories to check all the transoceanic carriers 
of interest during sunrise or sunset DXing sessions.  Its effectiveness and reliability were shown here during 
the recent fall DX season, in which it was used to receive 41 TP stations, mostly barefoot, but occasionally 
with the help of the Quantum loop 2.0+ amplified ferrite rod system.

 A Tiny Radio Provokes an AM-DX Boom    At the end of the fall DX season, however, a small pocket radio 
with an astonishingly small stock antenna shocked me by receiving three AM stations in Japan and South 
Korea, all well over 5,000 miles (8,000 km) distant.  The TP signal level provided by this amazing Sony SRF-
59 Walkman radio could not compare with that of the ICF-2010, of course--  but what would happen if the 
SRF-59 (with its tiny stock 1.75” loopstick), was given an antenna like that of the 2010 (a 6.25” loopstick)?  
Would the tiny Walkman become as sensitive as the ICF-2010?  Although I knew absolutely nothing about 
loopstick transplants, I was determined to learn all I could, and find the answer to my question! Conducted 
over the past six months, my experiments eventually led to boosting the sensitivity of  an SRF-59-related 
pocket radio (the SRF-39FP) well past the level of the classic ICF-2010.  As reported in a companion article, 
“Mega-Loopstick Transplants—Portable DX Sensitivity on Demand,” with huge loopsticks of 14” and 20” 
replacing the ridiculously small stock antenna, the new “supercharged” Ultralights were providing reception 
of stations stuck in the stock 2010’s noise level.  
     Since the ICF-2010 had previously been used as a “spotting receiver” to check TP carrier strength for 
possible Ultralight radio targets, this new development was not entirely welcome.  No matter how much 
sensitivity the huge loopsticks provided, analog receivers like the Ultralights really need an equally sensitive, 
SSB-equipped digital receiver like the ICF-2010 to “organize” their search for DX targets.  The 2010 was 
perfect for this purpose, but now its “limited” sensitivity was limiting its effectiveness as a DX “spotting 
receiver” for the new, supremely sensitive Ultralights.  
      Those experiments eventually led me to wonder 

whether the 2010 itself might gain significant 
sensitivity by receiving a larger ferrite bar antenna.
Accordingly, a decision was made to transplant a 
large 19.5” loopstick directly into the ICF-2010 
circuitry. Not only would this modified ICF-2010 
presumably have a great sensitivity edge over a 
stock unit, but hopefully it would also demonstrate 

to the general AM-DX community that  large 
loopstick transplants are an effective way to greatly
boost the sensitivity of any portable, not just the 
Ultralights.

    . 



Loopstick Transplant Theory   Extensive experimentation with the Sony SRF-39FP and Sangean DT-200 VX 
Ultralight radios refined the large loopstick transplant technique, which is to use an LCR meter to measure 
and record the inductances across all the windings on the radio’s stock loopstick, observe and record all the 
connections between the stock loopstick and the radio, and then create a longer but electrically identical 
“copy” of the stock loopstick, with at least one movable coil to obtain the perfect match of the total 
inductance of the stock loopstick during the alignment process.  Using these simple procedures, loopstick 
transplants become very routine, and the hobbyist can essentially “order up” as much DX sensitivity as he 
desires, in any portable radio design he wishes to “supercharge”… a truly exciting concept!      

The ICF-2010 Stock Antenna    The 2010 stock loopstick is an unusual fixed-coil type, with no possibility of 
alignment, and has an equally unusual snap-in design.  The ferrite bar is a 6.25” by 3/8” cylindrical type, 
identical to that used in the ICF-S5W, TR-6400 and other Sony classic AM-DX portables.  Two fixed coils 
are used: a very large center coil of 1.314 mh inductance, and a much smaller end coil of .013 mh inductance. 
With no alignment system, Sony has designed the 2010 loopstick to provide these exact inductances with no 
deviation, a fact that the hobbyist must always remember as a large transplant is constructed.  It is desirable, 
however, to use a movable form for the smaller (end) transplant coil, to provide a new alignment system 
which minimizes spurious signal reception from the new “monster” loopstick

The “Plan of Attack”    Based on Ultralight hot-rodding experience, it was clear that this type of antenna was 
very easily duplicated electrically, and that the original loopstick could be recycled in its entirety.  When 
combined with two long ferrite bars on the sides, the long stock coil’s inductance would rise, necessitating 
only the removal of a few turns of wire to get its inductance back to the stock 1.314 mh value.  The wire of 
the smaller coil could also be recycled on a new homemade movable form, with a few turns of wire subtracted
to compensate for its increased inductance on the longer ferrite bar (to get its value back to .013 mh).  
Alternatively, a small ready-made vintage coil salvaged from an old radio could be used for the smaller coil, 
with the inductance matched by subtracting turns until an LCR meter showed .013 mh.  With a ready-made 
coil, a movable form and even wax to secure the turns, this option would save a lot of time.
     Mechanically, however, the challenge was much more formidable.  The ICF-2010, as a classic AM-DX 
portable, was not a suitable candidate for crude drilling and cutting modifications.  Such rude treatment would
undoubtedly be regarded as somewhat of a sacrilege by many traditionalists, regardless of any resulting 
sensitivity improvement.  In addition, the ICF-2010 cabinet is packed tightly with components, making it 
awkward to install any type of antenna-mounting post.
     The final solution was to use the only available sizable space (the 6” x .5” flat space at the front of the left 
side panel) to mount a somewhat flexible flat PVC antenna-mounting post.  This would not only avoid major 
surgery on the venerable ICF-2010 cabinet, but it would also provide a measure of flexibility in helping the 
somewhat fragile 19.5” loopstick survive minor shocks. A system of antenna rotation could also be provided.  
.

Ultra-Sensitivity Has “Side-Effects”--  Look Before You Leap!   The ICF-2010 is generally a well-behaved 
receiver with decent stock resistance to images and spurs, but it is not perfect.  It is subject to minor spurs and 
mixing products in suburban environments, and more severe issues in urban areas.  It also has a congenital 
issue of internally-generated spurs 25 kHz above and below strong locals (there is a modification to cure this).
Hobbyists should be advised that huge loopstick transplants magnify everything… DX, locals, and any spurs 
or mixing products.  Pre-existing issues become much more noticeable, so before performing the transplant, 
be willing to accept the consequences of a major sensitivity boost.  



Transplant Material Required    The stock loopstick can be entirely recycled in the new transplant antenna, 
becoming the center portion of a new, 19.5” long monster bar.  In this case,  two blank ferrite bars of either 
6.25” (or 7”) by 3/8” are needed, and these can be taken out of vintage portables like the Channel Master “Super
Fringe” or Sony 6R-33 (commonly available on eBay).  Alternatively, the hobbyist may order three new blank 
7.5” by .5” ferrite bars from Amidon (at $20 apiece), but the final loopstick length will be slightly longer (at 
21”), and will require the hobbyist to use an LCR meter to adjust his new coils to the stock inductances.  There 
is no limit to the loopstick length possible in this approach—the only limitations being the financial resources 
and mechanical ingenuity of the hobbyist.  Since ferrite is actually a quite brittle material, however, builders are
strongly cautioned to use generous quantities of rubber bracing to ensure survivability.
     Besides long ferrite bars, a hobbyist will need a small quantity of tough reinforced wrapping tape, a 7” x .5” 
flat section of PVC (usually taken from a PVC speed square), a 7” length of .5” inner diameter rubber air hose,  
a .5” x .75” PVC plumbing tee, heavy-duty epoxy cement (or super glue),  9” of small-diameter shrink tubing 
(if desired to cover antenna leads), a homemade form for the smaller coil (cardboard or tape, with adhesive out),
and wax, tape or glue to secure the smaller coil in place.  If a rotating antenna system is desired, extra lengths of
Litz wire may be necessary to provide desired slack.
     Tools and equipment required are a low-wattage (25W or less) soldering iron, solder, a hacksaw, scissors, 
and (if a loopstick other than the 19.5” model is desired) an LCR meter.
         
 
Constructing the New Mega-Loopstick     Use 7” lengths of reinforced tape to attach the butt ends of the three 
bars together, with the recycled 2010 loop antenna in the middle. Make absolutely certain that no air gap 
develops between the end surfaces of the bars, as this can cause a significant loss in sensitivity. Cover each of 
the two bar joints with 3.5” sections of the rubber air hose. (See photos) Take the .5” x .75” PVC plumbing tee, 
and insert one end of the loopstick in one of the .75” holes.   Turn the PVC plumbing tee in a spiral motion until
it covers one of the rubber air hose sections, centered on the ferrite bar joint.
     For those hobbyists constructing a 19.5” loopstick, remove 4 turns of Litz wire from the large center coil 
(which should restore the inductance back to the stock 1.314 mh value).  Inductance may be checked with an 
LCR meter, if desired.  For those constructing a longer loopstick, subtract turns on the large coil until the 
inductance reading on the LCR meter is 1.314 mh.  The extra wire should not be cut—it is useful to provide 
slack for external mounting.  Use wax, tape or glue to secure the larger coil turns at this exact inductance value.



     Unwrap the smaller coil from the center bar, and remove it from the new loopstick.  If salvaging this wire for
the new longer loopstick, place the homemade form (cardboard or tape, with adhesive out) on the end of the 
blank loopstick closest to the PVC plumbing tee, and temporarily secure it with small pieces of tape on the 
ends, at a position 4” from the end of the blank bar.  Wind ten turns of the original small-coil Litz wire on this 
homemade form, and secure these turns with wax, tape or glue.  Moving this small coil across the ferrite bar 
will change its inductance, but there should be enough leeway for .013 mh adjustment on any length of 
loopstick close to the 19.5” model.  Alternatively, a small recycled vintage coil on a cardboard form designed 
for a 3/8” diameter loopstick may be placed on the end of the blank ferrite bar closest to the plumbing tee, and 
turns subtracted to provide a .013 mh value at a position about 4 inches from the end of the ferrite bar.  Secure 
the turns on this coil with wax, tape or glue.
     Reconnect and solder the four coil connections to the ICF-2010 circuit board, carefully observing the 
previously recorded locations.  The new longer loopstick will be mechanically secured after the following 
“custom alignment” step, which will minimize spurious issues.   

Stock Loopstick Connections  
The four connections to the 
2010 circuit board are as 
follows:

Silver:  larger coil left side
Red:     larger coil right side
Gold     smaller coil left side
Green:  smaller coil right side

All the circuit board connections are easily accessible once the radio’s back cover is removed, but a small 
soldering iron should be used to remove the stock antenna wires, and the connecting locations carefully 
recorded for the new transplant.



Custom “Alignment”    The stock ICF-2010 loopstick has no alignment system, with fixed inductances and coil 
spacing presumably optimized for Sony’s front-end design. The coil inductances of the new transplant loopstick
can be matched to the original values, but if a proportionally larger loopstick is to be created, the coil spacing 
will obviously be much wider.
Since variations in coil spacing on the new loopstick were proven to have a major effect in minimizing spurious
signals, I decided to perform an “alignment” during which the smaller coil was moved along the ferrite bar, 
until the position of absolute maximum rejection of spurious signals was achieved.  For the 19.5” loopstick that 
I constructed, this smaller coil position ended up at 4.25” from the end of the ferrite bar, a position which 
apparently duplicates Sony’s design of the stock loopstick for maximum spurious signal rejection.  At this point,
the new loopstick does not generate any new spurs, but simply duplicates pre-existing stock spurs at a 
somewhat stronger level.   Those constructing a 19.5” model will probably find best spurious rejection at a 
similar position for the small coil (about 4” from the end of the bar).
     For all loopstick sizes, turn on the ICF-2010 and ensure that the new loopstick is correctly wired by tuning in
several stations.  It is normal for ALL stations to be much stronger (usually 3-4 LED units) on the mega-
loopstick.  It is also normal for spurious signals to be evident, prior to “alignment” of the small coil.  Tune in 
any spurious signal, and move the small coil across the loopstick, to minimize reception of the spurious signal.  
Check across the band, to ensure that any other pre-existing (on the stock unit) spurs are minimized by this 
small coil position.  The correct position should minimize all spurs (although they still will be somewhat 
stronger than on a stock unit), and not allow any spurs that are not evident on the stock unit.  Secure the small 
coil in this position with wax, tape, or glue.  NOTE:  The final performance of the loopstick will be significantly
improved by permanent mounting away from the cabinet, after the next step.

Mechanical Final Construction     The long new 
loopstick will be mounted on a somewhat flexible 

flat PVC post attached to the cabinet’s left side, which 
will provide some protection from minor shocks.  
The hobbyist may choose either the fixed or rotating
loopstick system.
Prior to gluing the 7” x .5” section of flat PVC to the

left side of the cabinet, ensure that the half-inch 
dimension  will insert snugly into the half-inch 
bottom opening of the PVC plumbing tee. Sand the 
sides of the flat PVC section slightly, if necessary to 
allow an easy but snug fit.
Using strong epoxy cement or super glue, attach the 

flat PVC section to the front part of the cabinet’s left 
side, using care not to cover any of the switches or 

sockets. Open a very small wire routing hole in the upper left corner of both the front and back cabinet sections 
(see photos). The width of a hacksaw blade will be sufficient to route the wires.
     Take the long loopstick assembly and ensure there is sufficient slack in the wires to mount the antenna’s 
PVC plumbing tee on the flat PVC post, with the wires routed through the hacksaw-cut slot.  If a rotating 
antenna system is desired, ensure sufficient slack for rotation.  Install jumper sections as needed. If shrink 
tubing is desired to cover the antenna wires (as in the photos), install such shrink tubing (approximately 5” and 



4” sections) over the wires, after temporarily 
disconnecting them from the circuit board.  
Reconnect and solder the wires.
If a fixed antenna system is desired, simply glue 

the flat PVC section to the bottom opening of the 
plumbing tee, ensuring that the loopstick is 
parallel with the cabinet, and that the flat PVC 
section  is fully inserted into the plumbing tee’s 
bottom opening.  For a rotating antenna system, 

use a small amount of lithium grease to cover the flat
PVC section before inserting it into the plumbing

tee. Ensure rotation, as desired.  The rotating system 
may be locked by drilling a 1/8” hole in the 
plumbing tee base and flat PVC insert, and 
inserting a wooden or plastic locking pin.

Performance Improvement Over Stock Unit     As might be expected, the 19.5” loopstick provides an 
astounding increase in the ICF-2010’s sensitivity to weak DX signals.  The modified 2010 frequently can 
provide weak audio on TP signals received only as carriers on the stock unit, and can often provide AM-mode 
audio reception of weak daytime DX signals completely inaudible on the stock unit.  The modified ICF-2010 
clearly outperforms the stock unit on all MW frequencies, although the lower-band sensitivity edge is 
particularly striking.  The hobbyist probably will conclude that the low-band DX performance is on a 
completely new level, unlike any SSB-equipped stock portable.
     As mentioned previously, the large loopstick will increase the strength of all signals—DX, locals, and any 
pre-existing spurious products.  Perhaps because of the ICF-2010’s vastly superior selectivity relative to the 
Ultralight radios, the 2010 handles the increase in locals’ strength much better than do the modified pocket 
radios, and increased local slop is not a serious problem in my suburban location.  Urban DXers, however, may 
discover that the increased strength of locals and their spurious products is an unavoidable side-effect of vastly 
increased sensitivity, with the tradeoff being far better DX reception on the unaffected frequencies. 

Performance Relative to an ICF-2010 plus Quantum Loop Combination     The long loopstick-assisted 2010’s 
huge DX performance improvement over the stock unit was, of course, expected.  A far more challenging test 
would be to compete with an ICF-2010 assisted by a separately tuned Quantum Loop 2.0+ system (an excellent 
amplified ferrite rod product produced by Gerry Thomas’ Radio Plus Electronics).  Since the Quantum Loop is 
both tuned and amplified, it would provide a stiff sensitivity test for the new 19.5” loopstick.  However, if the 
experimental antenna was indeed competitive with this popular DXing accessory, the new mega-loopstick 
would save considerable time and effort in avoiding the need for separate tuning.  For DXpeditions and other 
urgent DXing situations, this would provide a significant improvement in operating convenience..  Accordingly,
a full daytime DX “shootout” with a Quantum Loop 2.0-assisted ICF-2010 was scheduled.  Following the 
recommendation of Gerry Thomas, the “Quantum Coupler” unit would be used to inductively transfer the QL’s 
signal to the separate ICF-2010. Another recently “supercharged” portable, the 20” loopstick-possessing Sony 
SRF-39FP “pocket radio” would also be joining in the fray, as well as a stock ICF-2010, for comparison 
purposes only.  New batteries and operational checks were provided prior to the “shootout,” to ensure that the 
results would be trustworthy.



Monster Portable Shootout     The four units were tested in average daytime DX conditions, competing to 
receive eight very weak fringe stations in the author’s suburban location of Puyallup, Washington (30 miles 
south of Seattle).  The following chart details the signal strength and quality of the individual receptions, with 
“0” representing no reception, and “10” representing extremely strong reception.

                          Stock ICF-2010      2010 + QL Combo     19.5” Loopstick 2010     20” SRF-39FP

550-KARI         mod. carrier (0)      weak audio (2)            weak audio (2)               weak audio (2)

590-KUGN       weak carrier (0)      strong carrier (0)         strong carrier (0)            vy. weak audio (1)

610-KONA       weak audio (2)       mod. audio (4)             mod. audio (4)                mod./ strong  (5)

810-KTBI         weak carrier (0)      weak audio (2)            weak audio (2)                weak/ mod. (3)

1070-CFAX     weak audio (2)        mod./ strong (5)           mod./strong (5)              strong audio (6)

1410-CFUN     vy. weak audio (1)  weak/ mod. (3)            weak/ mod. (3)               weak/ mod. (3)
                                                                                                                                    
1510-KGA       weak carrier (0)       strong carrier (0)        vy. weak audio (1)          vy. weak audio (1)

1640-KDZR     weak carrier (0)      weak audio (2)            weak/ mod. (3)                weak/ mod. (3)

Final Sensitivity Summary     The 2010+ QL combo and the 19.5” loopstick 2010 provide extremely close reception
capabilities on all frequencies throughout the lower and middle portions of the band,  but the 19.5” loopstick model 



has a slight but definite advantage on the high band (the QL was separately peaked for each frequency).  The 20” 
loopstick SRF-39FP unit provides extremely sensitive reception throughout the band, but suffers more from local 
slop and spurious signals than do the ICF-2010 units.  The stock ICF-2010 is clearly not competitive in sensitivity 
with the other units.

Final Selectivity Summary     Surprisingly, the addition of the 19.5” loopstick has not had any negative impact on 
the selectivity of the modified unit, compared to the stock 2010.  Local slop is exactly the same on both units, and 
no additional frequencies were degraded due to splatter.  This situation contrasts significantly with the 20” 
loopstick SRF-39FP, which suffers significantly more from local slop than does a stock unit. 

Individual Defects Noted     Both the stock 2010 and the 19.5” loopstick 2010 suffer from the same spurious signals
on two frequencies.  These are a KZIZ-1560 spur on 1420, and a KHHO-850 spur on 1620.  The separately-tuned 
QL provides some reduction in the strength of these spurs, provided that its loopstick is directed away from the 
offending local.  The 20” loopstick SRF-39FP has several minor spurs adjacent to locals, but these can be 
minimized by nulling the offending local.

Shootout Final Summary     The 19.5” loopstick ICF-2010 provided unsurpassed reception among the digital units, 
on all frequencies.  Its high-band reception advantage over the QL combo is slight but definite, and its convenience 
advantage over the separately-tuned combo is obvious.  Multiple memories can be checked instantly, and the unit is
entirely self-contained, requiring no separate batteries or equipment.  The QL combo, however, is an effective DX 
system for those unable or unwilling to perform a transplant, and who don’t mind the separate tuning requirement.  
The 20” loopstick SRF-39FP “pocket radio” is unsurpassed in sensitivity on open frequencies, but its lack of digital
readout and modest selectivity limit its ability to perform in tough DXpedition environments.

Conclusion     The ICF-2010’s experimental 19.5” loopstick has surpassed all expectations, providing a level of DX
performance far superior to that of the stock unit, or of any other stock portable.  With simple, inexpensive parts, 
the hobbyist can boost the sensitivity level of his ICF-2010 to be equal or superior to that provided by a Quantum 
Loop, or other externally tuned accessories.  While requiring some construction and adjustment time, the payoff in 
DX performance is impressive, with the ability to instantly check multiple memories and carrier levels during 
DXpeditions.  With a sensitivity level unprecedented in stock units, it has outstanding capability as a “spotting 
receiver” for the Ultralight radios, and as a stand-alone DX receiver in its own right.
     This project has been very enjoyable and rewarding for the author, who sincerely hopes that other AM-DX 
hobbyists will enjoy the thrill and satisfaction of “supercharging” their own ICF-2010, into an unprecedented level 
of DX performance.

                                                                                          73 and Best Wishes,

                                                                                          Gary DeBock
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